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New
Executive,
Carin Savel

JCHS wraps up
another year

Farewell until September

Students and teachers in attendance on the final session of Jewish Community High School, Monday, May
13. Seated: Rebecca Reinhard, JCHS Facilitator between
Emissaries Liron Binyamin and Roy Sulimani. Standing
front row l-r: Rav Jeremy Schwartz, Gabrielle Zettler,
Amanda Rowe, Bayla McCaffrey, Hannah Linder, Jack
Haynes, Jerry Fischer; Back row l-r: Rabbi Marc Ekstrand,
Jared Linder, Trevor Formara, Ellanora Lerner, Ethan
Novick, Regan Kaye, Rabbis Rachel Safman and Ken
Alter.

By Rebecca Reinhard, JCHS Facilitator
It’s hard to believe my first year as the
new Jewish Community High School (Hebrew
High) Facilitator has already ended. It went by
so quickly. I remember about a year ago Jerry
Fischer called me about the possibility of taking over Hebrew High. My first thought was,
“Who, me?” My second thought was, “Great!
Another thing for me to add to my array of
jobs.” But then I started to think about how
much I enjoyed Hebrew High when I was in
high school, and all the fun things I could do
with it upon taking over. So I had a meeting
with Jerry, and we talked about all the logistics and various details, but truth be told I was
ready to say yes upon walking into that meeting. And I’m so glad I did. I have enjoyed being a part of this program so much. This was
an amazing first year for me, and that is due in
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Israel’s Independence Palestinians
to shun
Day Celebration Success
U.S.-led
By Marcia Reinhard, JFEC Ass’t Director
On Wednesday, May 8, Roy Sulimani and Liron Binyamin, our Young
economic
Emissaries, spoke to congregants from Beth-El in honor of Israel’s Memorial Day (Yom Hazikaron) in a meaningful service honoring two
conference
soldiers who were killed and explaining the impact and importance
of this day in Israel.
Immediately following, Liron and Roy left with me and the three
of us went directly to The Holiday Inn in New London to begin the
final preparations for our community-wide Yom Ha’Atzmaut celebration (Israel’s Independence Day.) There was much to prepare and do
in the next 20 hours.
Over the next five hours and following day, the tables were set, stations were organized and, amazingly, ready in time for our celebration
beginning at 5:45pm on Thursday,
May 9. Our thanks to many of our
teens and their parents who came
early to help us in the final preparations for the evening.
As in the past five years, we
began the evening with a “Torch
Lighting” ceremony – modeled after a ceremony that occurs in Israel for the nation as well as adapted
in many communities. Our sincerest thanks to all the candle lighters who accepted the honor of
being part of the ceremony. Year
See page 7 for a complete after year we receive many posilisting of movies, venues, tive comments from people in the
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By Reuters Staff, article appeared
in Times of Israel
The Palestinians will not attend a U.S.-led conference in Bahrain next month that the Trump
administration has cast as a preliminary roll-out of its plan for
them to make peace with Israel, a
Palestinian cabinet minister said
on Monday.
Washington announced the
conference on Sunday, describing it as an opportunity to drum
up international investment for
the West Bank and the Gaza Strip,
which is controlled by Palestinian Islamist group Hamas.
The Palestinians, who have
boycotted the Trump administration since it recognised Jerusalem as Israel’s capital in late
2017, have shown little interest
in discussing a plan that they an-
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The Jewish Federation of
Eastern Connecticut (JFEC) is
pleased to welcome its new
Executive Director, Carin Savel.
A native of New York City,
Carin recently completed service as the Chief Executive Officer of the Jewish Federation
of Raleigh-Cary, where she led
the organization’s fundraising, marketing, communications, community relations, and program initiatives for the Jewish Federation,
JCC, Jewish Family Services, David R. Kahn Campus, Endowment
and the JCRC. Carin created and mentored a dedicated team that
highlighted Federation’s relevancy and visibility, increased revenue,
improved outreach efforts, and created meaningful collaborations.
Gabe Stern lead a nine-member search committee that recommended Carin’s selection to JFEC’s Board of Directors. Gabe notes that “in
recommending Carin the committee recognized the wealth of relevant
knowledge, creativity, and administrative and leadership experience
she brings to the position. Her charisma and energy also impressed
the committee and helped us further coalesce around her selection
among the several qualified candidates. Carin understands the need to
carry on JFEC programing in concert with maintaining support of Jewish institutions and interests in the community. As incoming Executive
Director, Carin both appreciates JFEC’s challenges and sees new approaches to help insure our continuing success.”
In Raleigh, Carin sought numerous opportunities to identify and
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Since we didn’t have a
graduating class this year, I
thought it would be fun to
have a moving up ceremony
with all the students and parents. We had a special dinner,
a farewell program with the
Emissaries where they gifted
the students a decorated canvas with photos, and then a
ceremony where we had a
few speakers. Jared Linder,
our BBYO President this year,
spoke about the connection
between Hebrew High and
BBYO; the Emissaries spoke
about their year with the stuReinhard passed out a recipe book dents and how much they enthat she put together containing joyed getting to know them;
all the recipes the students made Rabbi Safman, Rav Jeremy,
with Rabbi Ekstrand and Rabbi Alter Rabbi Ekstrand, and Rabbi
during their spring semester class Alter all spoke about their
classes and their time with
time.
the students; Jerry Fischer
large part to the awesome group spoke about it being his last
of teens, wonderful Young Emis- Jewish Community High School
saries, and great Rabbis that I got ceremony and thanked the Rabto work with.
bis and the students for their

involvement and participation.
He also spoke about our need to
stay engaged with Israel. Lastly, I
spoke about how I came to take
this job and completing my first
year.
After all the speakers, Jerry
and I handed out certificates
recognizing the students’ dedication to Jewish Community High
School, and a recipe book that I
put together containing all the
recipes the students made with
Rabbi Ekstrand and Rabbi Alter
during their class time. Once the
ceremony was over, we closed
out the night with dessert. It was
an enjoyable evening, and a very
nice way to end the year. I can’t
wait to see what next year has in
store!

Candle Lighting for Eastern CT area
Friday, May 24
Friday, May 31
Friday, June 7
Friday, June 14

•
•
•
•

5:51 pm
7:56 pm
8:01 pm
8:05 pm
Emissaries Liron and Roy gifted
the students a decorated
canvas with photos
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Hadassah’s June 4 Donor
- 360 Degrees of Healing
Eastern Connecticut Hadassah
is looking forward to this year’s
Donor Dinner, Tuesday, June 4 at
the Norwich Inn.
All the proceeds of the Donor
will go toward HMO - Hadassah
Medical Organization - to help renovate and expand the Round Building at the Ein Kerem Hospital.
Hadassah is the founder of Israel’s modern health care system.
It’s about healing. It’s about compassion. It’s about life. It is also a
360-Degree vision in a changing
world.
The population of Jerusalem has tripled since 1960 and the demands on the Ein Kerem Hospital are growing.
Hadassah is responding by completely reimagining the iconic
Round Building at the Hospital. The new Round Building will be an
important healing center and will significantly advance the services in
its outpatient surgery, maternity, oncology and dermatology departments.
The special guest at the Donor will be Michael Rocque who will
speak about his work in counter-terrorism as it relates to Israel.
Rocque served as an officer in the U.S. Army from 1980-2000, earning
the rank of Lt. Colonel. He served first as a member of the Green Berets
and then as a member of the Delta Force, the highest priority combat unit in the U.S. Military. As a Commander of a Special Operations
Squadron in the Delta Force, he was responsible for training, equipping, and leading his squadron anywhere in the world immediately
upon notification from the President of the U.S. and the Secretary of
Defense.
Save the Date and support Hadassah’s 360 Degrees of Healing.
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Hadassah Coffee Klatch Celebrates
the Golden Girls - Roz and Selma
By Sheila Horvitz, special to the Leader
On Wednesday, May 8 at a Special Coffee Klatch at Ahavath Achim
Synagogue in Colchester, the Eastern CT Chapter of Hadassah celebrated Roz Plotkin and Selma Nirenstein for their years of service to Hadassah and the Jewish community.
Guests sang Happy Birthday to the two women who reached age 90
this year - and all joined in the singing of Hatikvah to end the morning
of nostalgia and warm feeling.
Selma’s daughter, Beattie, spoke about her mother’s devotion to Zionism and Hadassah and Roz’s daughter Hillery spoke of growing up
in Colchester with a vibrant Young Judea and a thriving Jewish community and her parents’ leading role in Hadassah and community events.
Rabbi Alter gave his personal reflections of Roz and Selma - and
many guests stood to give their congratulations and remembrances of
the two women.

The two women spoke about
their devotion to Hadassah, to
each other and to the ideals of
Zionism and community. Guests
were treated to a nostalgic history of the Jewish community in
Colchester over the years.
Following a Colchester Hadassah tradition, guests lit candles
on the Hadassah Mitzvah Cake to
honor the lives and service of Roz
and Selma - Lives Well Lived!

Singing Hatikvah- Roz Etra, Selma Nirenstein, Roz Plotkin,
Sheila Horvitz

Noah Shafner Recital May 29

Noah Shafner, of New London, will be performing a senior piano recital in Evans Hall
at Connecticut College, New
London CT. The performance
will take place on Wednesday, May 29 from 7-8 pm and
will include works by Chopin,
Schumann, and Debussy.
Noah has been studying
piano for twelve years. He is
currently a student of Luiz de

Moura Castro of The Hartt School.
In 2015, Noah received the Jascha Heifetz Society-Steinway & Sons
Young Artist Award. He spent two summers at the Tanglewood Institute in Lenox, MA and has participated in the Óbidos International
Piano Festival in Portugal. Noah is
currently a senior at the Williams
School in New London and intends
to study piano performance in college.
There is no charge for admission. Reception to follow.

Roz, Sheila and Selma

Roz Plotkin and daughter Hillery

25th Anniversary Int’l

FILM FESTIVAL SPONSORS
(As of May 5, 2019)

ANGEL
Alva Greenberg / Joyce Resnikoff
		
The Garde Arts Center / Secor Subaru
PRODUCER

Last day of
Hebrew School

Congregation Ahavath Achim
Colchester Ct concluded it’s Hebrew School year with a Field
Day on Sunday, May 19 with fun
activities followed by a delicious
lunch. Pictured here is our annual parachute game. Everyone
had a great time and we look forward to beginning a new Hebrew
School year in September.

Steven & Debra Daren / Copy Cats / East Lyme Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery
The Inn at Ocean Avenue / Leiser Family Foundation / Mallove’s Jewelers
Mitchell College / My Whaling City / The Nutmeg Companies / Sayet & Seder
DIRECTOR

Karen & Stan Bloustine / Fay Clymer & Family / Carol Curland
Kim & Kenn Fischburg / Jennifer & Alan Friedman
Beechwood Manor / Goldblatt Bokoff, LLC / Levine Insurance Group
Thomas L. Neilan & Sons Funeral Homes
Waterford Group Charitable Foundation
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Senior Offerings

Reservations are necessary for all events. When making your reservation, let us know if you need a ride. Reservations can be
made by calling Beth at 860-444-6333x112. If Beth is
not available, leave a voice mail message, she’ll check them the
following business day.
PLEASE NOTE: Due to a Mah Jong Tournament at Temple Emanu-El
on Monday, June 3, the last Kosher Hot Lunch for the season will be TUESDAY, JUNE 4 at Temple Emanu-El, the meal will be Vegetable Quiche.
End of the Year Luncheon Party… Our
End of The Year Party will be at The Holiday Inn at 35 Governor Winthrop Blvd.,
New London on Tuesday, June 11, 2019 at
12:00 PM. Parking and Hall entrance is in
the rear of the building. As always, we will
honor our kitchen staff and our wonderful
volunteers who make our Kosher Hot Lunches possible. Luncheon will
be a buffet of Chicken Marsala, London Broil with Mushrooms, Baked
Scrod and New York Cheesecake for dessert. Cost is $21 for paid members, and $31 for non-paid members. When making your reservation,
please let us know if you need a ride from Beth Jacob in Norwich. All
Reservations must be made and paid in full by Tuesday, May 28.
Summer Luncheons. Please join us on Monday, July 15 at Temple Emanu-El at 12:30 for a Hamburger/Hot Dog Luncheon and
on Monday, August 12 for a Chicken Luncheon. These are TVCCA
sponsored special luncheons, so a suggested donation of $6 in advance is required with your reservation.

Upcoming Shows for 2019

Wednesday, May 29, 2019, “Godspell” at Ivoryton Playhouse. Godspell is the first major musical theater hit from three-time Grammy
and Academy Award winner Stephen Schwartz (Wicked, Pippin, and
Children of Eden). Loosely based around the Gospel of St. Matthew, the
show follows a company of characters who unite to become a community through teachings of love, kindness, and acceptance. Led by the
international hit, “Day by Day,” Godspell features a parade of beloved
songs, including, “Prepare Ye the Way of the Lord”, “Learn Your Lessons well”, “All for the Best”, “All Good Gifts”, “Turn Back, O Man”, and
“By My Side”. Cost $54/$57. Lunch on your own.

Wednesday, June 5, 2019
“The Music Man” at Goodspeed.
You got trouble in River City! Professor Harold Hill and Marian the
Librarian march into their first
appearance at Goodspeed in a
rousing new production of this
great American musical. When
huckster Harold promises to
save an Iowa town by selling the
dream of a boys’ band, Marian is
the only skeptic. Until she starts
to buy his pitch. Fall in love all
over again with “76 Trombones”,
“The Wells Fargo Wagon”, “Trouble”, and “Till There Was You.” A
glorious classic that will have you
parading in the streets. Cost TBD.
Lunch on your own.

Wednesday, June 19, 2019
“Always A Bridesmaid” at Newport Playhouse. Cost $60/$63.
All inclusive. SOLD OUT
Wednesday, July 3, 2019,
“Mamma Mia” at Ivoryton Playhouse. Over 60 million people
worldwide have fallen in love
with the characters, the story and
the music that makes Mamma
Mia! the ultimate feel-good show!
Set on a Greek island paradise,
the story-telling magic of ABBA’s
timeless songs propels this enchanting tale of love, laughter and
friendship, creating an unforgettable show. A mother. A daughter.
Three possible dads. And a trip
down the aisle you’ll never forget! Cost $54/$57. Lunch on your
own.
Wednesday, August 14,
2019, “Cabaret” at Ivoryton
Playhouse. Cost $54/$57. Lunch
on your own. SOLD OUT

“Best Play of the Year” by the Chicago Sun-Times and the Philadelphia
Enquirer, “Shear Madness” has also received the Raven Award from
the Mystery Writers of America and has been inducted into the Comedy Hall of Fame, the first play
ever to receive that accolade. Cost
$54/$57. Lunch on your own.

Wednesday, October 23,
2019, “Billy Elliot” at Goodspeed. Young Billy Elliot is pulled
between his family’s coalmining
roots and his newly discovered passion to dance. Is his future boxing gloves or ballet shoes? In the hardscrabble world of a changing
England, reaching high becomes a leap of faith. Following your dream
– and overcoming obstacles – has never been more electric than in
the 10-time Tony winning Broadway phenomenon with songs by the
legendary Elton John. Celebrate the idea of being yourself in the Goodspeed premiere of this powerful dance-filled story! Cost $64/$67.
Lunch on your own.
Stuff you need to know about our trips
Our ticket policy requires that a $25 nonrefundable deposit accompany your reservation. These deposits MUST go through Beth. Just
writing down your name will no longer be accepted. Please make sure
your phone number is provided so we can call you with a pickup time
for the event.
A trip MUST have at least 4 persons per car to happen. If there
is an outing in which you are interested, make sure you get to go by
asking a few friends to join us. Our policy has always been “the more
the merrier”.
Payment in full is required three (3) weeks prior to the event.
You will be notified that your final payment is due, either by mail or a
phone call. If there is no response, then your ticket will be forfeit. If at
the last moment you are unable to attend a performance, the responsibility for your ticket rests with you. If we have a wait list we will be
happy to make a call. Because we have already paid for your ticket we
are unable to refund your money or put it toward another show. This
policy will be firmly enforced.
Beth’s Schedule – Please call Beth at 860-444-6333, Monday and
Tuesday from 9:00 AM to 4:30 PM and Thursdays from 9:00 AM to
2:00 PM for all reservations or questions regarding senior services. We
MUST call in our meal counts the week before the luncheon by 10:00
AM on Thursday, so PLEASE make your reservation by the Thursday
morning prior to the KHL to ensure your spot and enough food.

The Jewish Leader’s independent journalism
depends on donations from readers like you.
If you haven’t given to the annual appeal
this year, please consider giving now.

Chuck and Romana Primus, Owners

Come in! We’d like to meet you!
475 Broad St., New London CT • 860-443-CITY

Wednesday, September 25,
2019, “Shear Madness” at Ivoryton Playhouse. Shear Madness
is one of the most popular productions in the world, delighting audiences with its unique
blend of madcap improvisation
and spine tickling mystery. This
unique comedy-whodunit takes
place today in the “Shear Madness” hairstyling salon and is
chock full of up-to-the-minute
humor. A murder is committed
and the audience gets to spot
the clues, question the suspects,
and solve the mystery. Voted
“Best Comedy of the Year” seven
times by the Boston Globe and

Hebrew Ladies Aid/Rose Blonder
Scholarship Applications Now Available
Completed applications are due

FRIDAY, JUNE 14, 2019

To request an application:
1. You must be a high school senior or in college
2. A resident and member of the Jewish community
of Eastern Connecticut
3. Show financial need
Contact Mimi at 860-442-8062 or
office.jfec@gmail.com for an application
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By

Artie
Dean
A New Season
This week I stopped in to the Jewish Federation office on Channing
Street to say hi to Mimi, the hard working editor of the Leader. While
there, I bid a heartfelt goodbye to Jerry Fischer, our soon to be retired
Executive Director.
We schmoozed for a while. He mentioned his plans to stay on as a
consultant and continue to organize trips to Israel. I reflected on all
the wonderful work he’s done over the years and wished him well. As
a pillar of the community in New London, he will never be forgotten. I
hope I continue to see him in New London for many years to come—if
not at the Federation office, then perhaps walking in Harkness Park or
maybe taking supper at a Thai restaurant on Bank Street. Good luck
Jerry in all your endeavors.
					
			* * *				
As I walked to the door, I asked Mimi for her advice on a topic for
this week’s article. “You haven’t written about baseball for a while.
Why don’t you give us an update?” Usually, in recent years, my updates
describe how the Red Sox are crushing the Yankees. No wonder Mimi
Perl, lifelong Red Sox fan, enjoys those columns.
Sorry Mimi, but as of this writing, the Yankees have pushed aside
the Tampa Rays and moved into first place, while the Red Sox languish
in 3rd.
Oh, I know its early, and I know the World Championship Red Sox
just visited the White House, met President Trump, and promptly
went on a winning streak. (The President tweeted the winning was
linked to the visit…go figure.)
I admit that following baseball is not for everyone. Our world is a
serious place. Scan the news headlines and you’ll come up with a host
of more pressing issues: China trade wars, North Korea’s continuing
nuclear aspirations, a looming confrontation with Iran, concerns that
the exploding deficit will one day bankrupt the American economy. I
could go on and on.
How deliciously more pleasant to occasionally take a break from
reality and watch eighteen grown men dressed in glorified pajamas
take the field to play a game most of us gave up in childhood.
I must tell you that watching baseball on TV is a poor substitute
for seeing a game at the ballpark. Certainly there are advantages to
watching a game in the comfort of your home. If you record the program you can fast forward through the boring moments. You can skip
commercials. You can avoid having inebriated men spill beer on your
head or on your shoes. You won’t have to wait ten minutes just to get
into the bathroom, or spend 20 minutes in line to buy a ten-dollar hot
dog. And there are fewer fist fights at home, as long as you don’t hide
the remote from your spouse.
So to honor Mimi, lets get on with a selective update for those of
you who don’t spend hours each week watching Sport Center on ESPN:
For you Red Sox fans, know that as a life-long Yankee fan, I feel
eerily nervous as I see the Red Sox recover from a most dismal start.
They are over .500 now, just four and a half games behind the Yankees.
With last year’s World Championship the Red Sox were the odds on
favorite to win again, so Yankee fans don’t get too cozy. Remarkably,
the Yankees have somehow managed to put together a winning team
despite the fact that the vast majority of their players are injured.
They lost Giancarlo Stanton, James Paxton. Aaron Judge, Miguel Andujar, Troy Tilowitzki, Didi Gregorius, Dellin Netances, Luis Severino,
Greg Bird, Jordan Montgomery, Jonathan Loaisqa, and Ben Heller. The
list of active healthy players is much shorter, I’m afraid. Dare I mention
that former Yankee ace pitcher CC Sabathia had heart surgery in the
off season but is playing just the same. Jacoby Ellsbury, (remember
his glory years with the Red Sox?) is still on the roster, drawing a pay-

check, having barely played over the past two years. I can hear former
Red Sox GM, Theo Epstein, laughing.
So how in the world are the Yankee’s winning? Each day a new hero
emerges. Perhaps the replacement players scrabbled together from
the minors and some timely trades don’t realize they are playing way
above their heads. Perhaps, as Yankee detractors and the producers of
“Damn Yankees,” once insinuated, GM Brian Cashman and the Yankees
really did make a deal with the devil. (What Lola wants, Lola gets.)
What of the Red Sox? Why the slide after last year’s success? With
pitchers like David Price, Rick Porcello, Nathan Evaldi, and Chris Sale,
the Sox have a formidable starting rotation. Could they be sandbagging
to let the betting odds in Las Vegas to improve? Or perhaps they’re
plum tuckered out from all of last year’s champagne celebrations.
Sluggers Mookie Betts, Xander Bogaerts, Jackie Bradley Jr., Mitch Moreland, and Brock Holt could power this team to another run for the
World Series without breaking a sweat.
You may ask for my prediction for the rest of the season, and I will
tell you I really have no idea. The Red Sox are underperforming which
likely will return to the mean. This could be the Yankees year if they
get a smattering of their star players back before too long. Meanwhile
the Rays are definitely playing well and could displace both Boston
and New York at the top of the American League East.
In the American League West, the Houston Astros continue to win.
Winners of the World Championship two years ago, Houston has little
trepidation squaring off against anyone in the playoffs. When I look at
Justin Verlander or Jose Altuve of the Astros I do not see their knees
shaking.
It’s been a long, long time since my kids were young and I took them
to baseball games as a family tradition. I look back on those years of
vitality when a six-hour round-trip journey to the Bronx seemed like a
sensible choice if I got to take my family to a Yankee playoff or World
Series. This past week my wife and I travelled down to Washington DC
to meet our newest granddaughter Talia. My son, Adam, who somehow escaped being a Yankee fan, told me he had a little surprise for
our last evening—a baseball game between the New York Mets and
the Washington Nationals.
“But you’ve got a new baby, we’d better stay at home to help your
wife.” “Who do you think insisted I take you?”
My jaw dropped. Clearly he’d married well. Either that or she was
thrilled to get us out of the house. Meanwhile, it rained three days
straight leading up to the game, but sure enough it cleared on the day
of the game. We took the subway to the stadium. Adam flashed the
tickets and ushered us down to field level to seats eleven rows behind
the Met’s dugout. “I never bought you tickets for anything but the
bleachers or the nosebleed seats,” I quipped. “Let me pay for the seats.”
“Out of the question,” he said. “Got a good deal on Stubhub. But you
can buy me a beer.”
And so I did. We sat for a few hours and watched Met’s ace Noah
Syndergaard take a no hitter into the sixth inning. We saw a Mets grand
slam home run in the first inning and a two run blast to fight back by
the Nationals in the sixth…and just like that the no-hitter and the shutout was gone. As I sat next to my son, my thoughts turned back to the

Energy Saving Windows & Doors!

days when he lived at home, and
it was so easy to be together…so
simple to do something extraordinary. I thought: maybe one day
he’ll take his daughters to a game
and make memories of his own.
Maybe I’ll see that one day.
By the seventh inning Adam
suggested we head home early
so he could help out with his two
daughters. Of course I agreed.
And as I made my way up the
steep stairs to the exit, I held on
firmly to the railing while my son
waited patiently. I took a deep
breath, and thought how lucky I
was.
Then I turned to look at the
sky and noted the crimson tinge
on the horizon where the sun had
just set. For true to the forecast,
despite the possibility of a rainout, the sky remained clear despite the moisture on my face.

Hadassah
needs your
help!
Eastern Connecticut Hadassah
has the honor of participating
in the 25th Anniversary of the
International Film Festival of
Eastern Connecticut. After the
showing of THE LAW on Sunday,
June 2, 2 pm at the Garde Arts
Center, we will be hosting the
post-movie reception.
Hadassah members please
contribute baked goods, fruit or
vegetables, cheese and crackers.
Contact me to let me know what
you will bring. THANK YOU!
Please
contact
Karen
Bloustine at ksbloustine@
gmail.com, home 860-451-8249,
cell 860-326-6377.

ORDER FACTORY DIRECT!

Vinyl Replacement & New Construction Windows
Storm Windows & Commercial Aluminum
Professional Installation Available

860.848.9258
CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE

www.alltimemfg.com

~ Duralite warm edge spacer stays warmer and keeps you cozy.
~ When you’re cozy you save energy and money!
~ Saving energy is also good for the environment.
~ Stay comfortable and keep moisture out.
~ Duralite glass space is the best in the
industry!

Since 1946
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Temple Emanu-El Starry
Night Dinner Dance June 1
The second annual Starry Night Dinner Dance to benefit the Temple Emanu-El Essential Service Fund will be held at 6 pm Saturday,
June 1 at the Port ‘N Starboard at Ocean Bach Park in New London.
This is the Temple’s largest fundraising event and all are welcome.
In addition to enjoying cocktails, dinner, a silent auction, a sundae
bar, and dancing to Boppers Entertainment, guests will be treated to a
performance by Phred Mileski’s Jazz Trio Phred&Friends. (https://
www.phredsings.com/jazz).
Jazz vocalist Phred Mileski has been described as “amazingly talented” and “one of New England’s finest song stylists.” Her astonishing
range and engaging stage presence have earned her friends and fans
all over the world. Her jazz trio features some of the area’s best musicians and a playlist that runs from classy cocktail standards to full-on
swing and soul. Phred&Friends have performed to appreciative audiences at various venues, including the exclusive Side Door Jazz Club in
Old Lyme, CT, where they consistently pack the house.
Auction items are currently being accepted. Please contact Deborah Linder at deborahlinder29@yahoo.com for item pick up or donations or gift certificates may be dropped off at the Temple Emanu-El
office at 29 Dayton Road, Waterford.
Please consider taking out an ad in the event Program Book as well
as purchasing a sponsorship to show your support. For information go
to tewaterford.org and click on Starry Night link.
Tickets are $75 per person and can be purchased online with a
credit card, or by check. All information can be found at https://www.
teastarrynightdinnerdance.com
RSVP by May 28. Join in and invite friends and family for what is
sure to be a fun community event.

Starry
NIGHT

May 2019
Senior Events
2019 MAY
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Reservations
required.
Please call
Beth @ (860)
444-6333

All Kosher
Hot Lunches
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@ 12:30.
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Baked Manicotti
Andrea Deedy
speaks about
calories
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THURSDAY
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COCKTAILS
DINNER
DANCING
SILENT AUCTION
to benefit
Temple Emanu-El
Essential Services Fund.

SATURDAY, JUNE 1, 2019
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Port ’N Starboard
Ocean Beach Park
98 Neptune Ave., New London
$75 per person
RSVP and/or be a sponsor
by May 17th. Contact the
Temple office at 860-443-3005
or at the website below.

www.teastarr ynightdinnerdance.com
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It’s a Wrap!
By Armi Rowe and Jennifer Zettler, Co-Administrators, TERS
On Sunday May 19, the last day of Temple Emanu-El Religious
School (TERS) classes for 5779, we celebrated our religious schoolteachers, faculty assistants, substitute teachers and students. We are
so grateful to all of them, for their energy, enthusiasm and commitment all year long. We feel good about all that we accomplished together. We also appreciate the support that school parents gave to us
during the year.
Many of the staff members, including the two of us, were new in our
roles this year. We also welcomed eight new students this year, who
represented a 14% increase in our student population. It required a
lot of willingness on everyone’s part, to jump into the unknown, to be
flexible, to learn to ask for help, to tap into resources around us, to live
with the discomfort of not always knowing all the answers right away
and to simply trust our instincts on the spot.
After special presentations to the staff, we continued the tradition
of recognizing perfect and excellent attendance among our students
(as we know, successful learning and good attendance go hand in
hand). We enjoyed a lovely barbecue picnic outside on the grass and
the first row of parking spots, which we closed. Staff, parents and children enjoyed socializing and playing basketball, frisbee, badminton,
ladder ball, sidewalk chalk and even soccer volleying. Many thanks
to Brotherhood members Jonathan Rowe, Scott Zettler, Mike Reinhard and Geoff Hausmann and the faculty assistants and parents who
helped with set up and clean up. Even the weather cooperated. It was
a perfect way to cap a great year.

By Laura E. Adkins, JTA
Most Democratic primary
voters don’t follow news about
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict
all that closely and agree that
“someone can be critical of Israeli
government policies and still be
pro-Israel.”
Those are some of the findings
in a recent survey commissioned
by the liberal pro-Israel group J
Street.
Nearly two-thirds of the 800
respondents, 63 percent, had
not heard about the BDS, or the
Boycott, Divestment, Sanctions
movement, against Israel. Only
9 percent said they had heard “a
great deal” (4 percent) or “a good
amount” (5 percent) about the
subject.
Only 19 percent of those surveyed reported following news
about the Israeli-Palestinian conflict “very closely,” while 42 percent said “somewhat closely.”
Given the survey’s 3.5 percent
margin of error, although the survey asked respondents who had
heard of BDS whether they supported it, the results were not
statistically significant.
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Elections 2019 – Yachad BBYO
By Trevor Fornara,
special to the Leader

On Saturday, May 18th,
the members of Yachad BBYO
convened at Amanda Rowe’s
house for one purpose: to elect
the 2019-20 Chapter board.
Being on the board entails
countless hours of service to
the chapter and our community and is an honor. Yachad
BBYO’s board has six positions, each with two different
Hebrew names depending
on whether there is a man or
woman in the position. They
Ethan Novick caucusing for the posi- are as follows, in no specific
tion of Shliach while Annalise McCaf- order:
fery, President of Yachad BBYO from Godol(m) / N’Siah(f)
The President oversees
2016 - 2018, looks on.
the board as a whole and runs
meetings. They serve as the backbone of the chapter, helping everyone
to succeed in their roles.
S’gan / S’ganit
The Vice President of Programming writes and runs our events.
They are the face of the chapter and take-charge during events. During
their time in the position, VPs of programming learn how to speak in
front of a crowd and how to make decisions under pressure.
Shliach / Shlicha
The Vice President of Jewish Enrichment is in charge of keeping
our programming Jewish, as well as spearheading our community service events. This position entails writing short services for all of our
Shabbat events, incorporating Jewish holidays into our events, and
making sure our chapter exceeds the 15 hours of group community
service every BBYO chapter is required to complete. The Shliach often
works closely with the S’gan.
Gizbor / Gizborit
The Tresurer helps us make the money we need to thrive as a
chapter. They handle all cash flow in and out of our chapter and are
also in charge of buying and selling merchandise. They help us hit our
yearly fundraising goal of 1,000 dollars so we can put more into our
programming.
Moreh / Mit Mom
The Vice President of Membership helps to ensure the survival of
our chapter for years to come. Through outreach they recruit young
Jewish teens and welcome them into our group. Their job is to pitch
the chapter, balancing the fun we have at events with the fulfilment of
community service. One of the more tricky and tedious positions, the
Moreh has to be someone of great character and morale.
Mazkir / Mazkira
The Communications Director represents the chapter to the out-

side world. Through social media, newspaper articles, and
speaking at public events, the
Mazkir makes sure the community knows our chapter’s name.
They also handle internal communication between the board
and our members.

I am proud to say the after
two years serving as Mazkir for
Yachad BBYO, I’ve been elected
to be our 4th president. Though I
will miss writing articles for the
Leader, I hope that I can continue
in Godol Jared Linder’s path of
leading our chapter towards a
brighter future here in eastern
Connecticut. The new Mazkira
will be Hannah Linder, moving
from her position this past year
as Shlicha. Hannah has shown
immense love for our Jewish
community through her work as
Shlicha, and I know she will use
that same energy in her new role.
Ellanora Lerner will be starting
her second year as Yachad BBYO’s
S’gan. Ellanora has ran over a
dozen spectacular programs this
year, each with a different theme

but always with the same great
atmosphere. Working beside her
as Shliach this year will be Ethan
Novick, who will be new to the
board this year. I’ve known Ethan
for a while now, and know that,
though his immense dedicated
he is to our Jewish community,
he will easily succeed in the position. Amanda Rowe will be entering her second year as Gizborit.
For the first time in our chapter’s
history we hit our $1,000-dollar fundraising goal. This is all
thanks to Amanda’s organisation
and dedication to our chapter
and to her position. I know that
she will raise the bar even higher
this year. Bayla McCaffery will
be entering her second term as
Mit Mom, and I know she will do
amazing. This past year we hit
our fundraising goal quicker than
ever before, and I know she will
be able to keep up that momentum in the coming year.
Our new board will be installed during our New York City
trip on June 23. I’m very excited
Trevor Fornara is the Director
of Communications for Yachad
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MYSTIC LUXURY CINEMAS – 7:00 PM/$10
.com and his
The complicated story between an aging
JFECfather
special-needs son, whom he abandoned while he was still
a young boy.JFEC.com
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TUESDAY, MAY 28

THE LAST SUPPER

OLIN SCIENCE CENTER, CONNECTICUT COLLEGE – 7:00 PM/$10
It’s January 30, 1933 – the day Hitler comes to power – and
the German-Jewish family Glickstein comes together for a
pivotal family dinner – revealing many different views on an
unknown future.

44726

262 Boston Post Road • Utopia Centre
Waterford, CT • (860) 442-4391
Monday - Thursday 10:00-6:00 ❖ Friday 10:00-7:00 ❖ Saturday 10:00-4:00

WEDNESDAY, MAY 29

DISOBEDIENCE

The newly elected board to be
installed in June.
Top row, left to right: Ellanora
Lerner, Trevor Fornara, Ethan
Novick; Bottom row: Amanda
Rowe, Bayla McCaffery, Hannah
Linder
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Since 1919 Southeastern Connecticut’s Oldest and Most Respected Jewelers

Diamonds ❖ Watches ❖ Crystal
Fine Contemporary & Antique Jewelry
Custom Jewelry Design ❖ Expert Jewelry & Watch Repair
Estate Jewelry Bought & Sold

BBYO, our local chapter of BBYO
sponsored by the Jewish Federation of Eastern CT. Trevor is a Junior at Stonington High School
with strong interests in political
science and journalism. This is
Trevor’s second year in the position.

Jewish
Federation
of Eastern
Connecticut

by the
25thPresented
ANNUAL

WEDNESDAY, MAY 22
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OLIN SCIENCE CENTER, CONNECTICUT COLLEGE – 7:00 PM/$10
Story follows a woman as she returns to the community that
shunned her decades earlier for an attraction to a childhood
friend. Once back, their passions reignite as they explore the
boundaries of faith and sexuality.
RATING: NR; Post movie reception sponsored by Temple
Emanu-El Sisterhood

THE LAW

GARDE ARTS CENTER – 2:00 PM/$10
The art of legislative deal-making becomes riveting political
drama in THE LAW, the true story of France’s tenacious health
minister and Holocaust survivor Simone Veil in her groundbreaking struggle to legalize abortion.
IFF closing movie sponsored by Secor Subaru; post movie
reception sponsored by Hadassah of Eastern CT
MONDAY, JUNE 3

GENTLEMAN’S AGREEMENT

GRANITE THEATRE – 7:00 PM/$10
Journalist takes on a high-profile magazine assignment about
anti-Semitism where he poses as Jew to glean information
first hand; in his new Jewish identity he experiences all
manner of prejudice and bigotry, both firsthand and through
a Jewish friend.
Pre-movie reception at 6:00 PM sponsored by Sharah Zedek
TICKETS - $10
Tickets for movies screening at Garde Arts Center or
Mystic Luxury Cinemas can be purchased in advance at
GardeArts.org or MysticLuxuryCinemas.com
All tickets can be purchased day of screening; Doors open 30 minutes prior to screening.

JFEC
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Israel @ 71 -- Yom Ha’atzmaut Celebration
Photos generously provided by I. Bruce Levine

Refer to article beginning on pg. 1

Dancing,
Torch Lighting
&
Shmoozing
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May 9, 2019 at the Holiday Inn

Kids & Adults
enjoying time
with family &
friends
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Realtor Corner

you need to know where you plan age to the appraiser that includes
on going once your home sells a copy of the contract and marinstead of thinking that you will ket comparable sales. I know of
figure it out.
a situation that the listing agent
Inspections – This is the most did not meet the appraiser and
stressful time for both the buyer the property did not appraise.
By Geoff Hausmann
and seller once you go under con- That deal fell apart due to that.
In the first part of this article in the May 10
tract. The thing I find so interest- I represented the second buyer
edition, I talked about all the mistakes real estate
ing is that there are so many list- and when it came time for the
agents make in advertising your property, such as
ing agents that do not attend the appraiser to come out to the
having snow in your pictures during July.
In this article, I am going to give you a bunch of questions that you home inspection. When an issue property for my deal, the listing
arises, and it will, you, the seller, agent did not meet again and
need to get answered by your agent:
How many hours do you spend working in real estate a week? can be contacted so that the is- surprisingly, the property did
sue does not become a problem. not appraise again. My deal went
When you have any concern, you want answers immediately.
Direct:How
860-443-4400
Cell: 860-625-5255
much time is acceptable to you to get a response? There are some I was completely surprised when through with my client paying the
I
found
out
that
many buyer’s price that the property appraised
agents who take several hours if not a day to get back to you. Email:
The worstGeoff@CallTheHausmann.com
agents
do
not
attend
the inspec- out which was a $5,000 savings.
thing is when you call your agent only to get the message that the voice
Website:
www.CallTheHausmann.com
tion.
I
have
always
been
at my
Commission – When the listmail box is full! I have also had agents inform me that they do not text.
clients’
inspections,
so
I
do
not
ing
is signed, real esReally?!
Blog: CTHouseMan.com tatepaperwork
commission is determined.
Having agents being present at showings. Listing agents kill know how to comment on this.
Appraisals – The mortgage The listing agent determines how
many opportunities. Remember that you never know where the next
company
will send out an ap- much goes to him and his combuyer is coming from. Listing agents show up late, do not know the
property or ask too many questions of the buyer. Buyers need to feel praiser from a third- party com- pany and how much goes to the
pany. The appraiser’s job is to buyer’s agent and their company.
comfortable examining the home and do not need to be watched.
Discussing the future. The first question your agent needs to be verify the value of the property. When the commission is not split
asking you is what are your plans? One of the biggest deal killers oc- I always will meet the appraiser equally, the listing agent creates a
curs when your agent does not question you on your future. As a seller, at the property and give a pack- bad reputation and other agents

Report Card - Part 2
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Possibility
By Tammy Stoner Pinkerton

Changing Families Need Changing Models
If there is one truism today, it is that the family has changed. We
are complicated. The image displayed in 1955, of the nuclear family in
the American television show “Leave it to Beaver”, is not the standard,
June and Ward Cleaver type Mom and Dad, with two children, Wally,
and Theodore, known as the “Beaver”.
Yes, there are some June Cleavers amongst us, wearing aprons and
baking cookies for their husbands and children, but they have become
the exception, rather than the rule.
Yes, there are some Wally Cleavers too, married to the same wife,
with the same children leaving for work each day with briefcase in
hand to earn money to support the family. Okay, the iPad replaced the
briefcase, but you get the picture.
The definition of the family today, in 2019, is far broader. We have
nuclear, extended, blended, single parent, step, foster and adopted
families. We have terms like my “baby’s daddy, and “my baby’s mommy.”
Grandparents raising grandchildren, doesn’t surprise us. We have
grown accustomed to homosexuals marrying and raising children.
And Chaz Bono and Kaitlyn Jenner have helped normalize transsexual
relationships. The possibilities of what constitutes a family today are
endless. In 1955, it was a simple word to define. Today it is not. In the
1950s, it was black and white. Today we have color.
This is our world today. One colorful, complicated mixture of problems and possibilities.
As a Social Worker, I remember trying to track these messy assortments. I would listen to people who had been married multiple times,
with partners who had been married or not, multiple times, and between them they had children from multiple partners married or not.
Just writing that sentence becomes difficult, let alone trying to remember which children went to which parent.
There are methods that counselors and social workers use to keep
track. One method is known as a Genogram. In case you don’t know
what that means think of genealogy, and maps, and you gain a basic
understanding. It is a graph mapping out with pencil and paper who
goes where in the family tree.
The problem with the method is it was designed for a June and

Ward Cleaver type family, and
that family system is in decline.
An 8x11 sheet of paper to map
out today’s complications just
isn’t big enough, and 8x14 isn’t
much better. I can almost hear
my readers… “Who uses a pen
and paper?”” Granny, ever hear
of a computer?” “The paper is as
long as you need it to be.”
Changing families require
changing models. The model on
the computer is the same as using
paper except there is more space.
It is just as difficult to remember.
If there is something known
as a planned accident, that’s what
happened to me. I developed a
model using teddy bears to map
out these relationships, in threedimensional form, and it allowed
the ability to not only create
maps that I could remember
and would engage clients, but it
achieved amazing breakthroughs
in the treatment process.
Something else happened.
People wanted to take the bears
home. Hmm, I thought. I just developed a funding tool for our
health care. I trademarked it and
called it the Bear Technique. I
developed a workshop, wrote
a book, and provided training
and education with this amazing
breakthrough.
You might be saying, but you
are a nobody. Why should I believe you? It’s true, I am a nobody
who has an advanced degree, has
used this with over 1000 people,
wrote an evidenced based book,
and has a workshop for clinicians

ready to go. I manufactured the
bears, sold the program, and have
had insurance companies pay
for my services when I used the
method. Outside of that, I can’t
really say. Maybe Colin Powell
can make a presentation instead.
If you would like to learn how
to use teddy bears to raise money
for your group or organization, or

will not want to work with them
in future deals.
Marketing Plan – do not be
afraid to ask what your agent
plans to do in terms of marketing
the property. How or what are
they going to do differently for
this property compared to other
properties.
After 22 years in this business,
both Susan and I wonder why
certain agents are chosen. When
selling your home, you are dealing with one of the biggest assets
and it is important that you make
the correct decision.

Do you have a question about
real estate? Advice/responses will
be made by: Geoff Hausmann, RE/
MAX on the Bay, 860-443-4400,
Geoff@CallTheHouseMan.com.

if you work in a hospital, school,
mental health center and want to
know how to use them beyond
tracking families, and as a treatment tool, please contact me at
uniqueidea@aol.com.
Changing families need changing models.
@Copyright May 2019

Israeli TV show set on an
Army base adapted for US

By Curt Schleier, JTA
The Paramount cable network has ordered 10 episodes of “68
Whiskey,” a comedy-drama based on a popular Israeli series called
“Charlie Golf One.”
“68 Whiskey” will focus on a multicultural group of Army medics
stationed at a base in Afghanistan nicknamed The Orphanage. It is,
according to the network’s description, “a dangerous and Kafkaesque
world that leads to self-destructive appetites, outrageous behavior
and occasionally a profound sense of purpose.”
“Charlie Golf One” is also about a battalion aid station. Its facility is
the most desirable place on a desert army base if for no other reason
other than it is air conditioned. There is plenty of “M*A*S*H”-type humor to go around.

TV

CONT. ON PG 14

ROUTINE, FUNCTIONAL &
HOLISTIC VISION CARE
Also specializing in:
Contact Lenses, Learning Challenges, ADD, ADHD, Autism
Located at Pearle Vision | Waterford Commons, Waterford, CT
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EBU Condemns Madonna, Iceland For Palestinian Flags at Eurovision
By Amy Spiro, Jerusalem Post
There were not one, but two appearances of Palestinian flags at the
Eurovision grand final on Saturday night in Tel Aviv. And both instances were later condemned by the European Broadcasting Union, which
oversees the show.
The first came during a performance by Madonna and guest star
Quavo of her latest single, “Future.” As the pop superstar sang the lyrics “Not everyone is coming to the future/ Not everyone is learning
from the past/ Not everyone can come into the future/ Not everyone
that’s here is gonna last,” the dancers on stage at the Expo Tel Aviv
paired off and walked up the stairs hand in hand. Two of the dancers
had flags emblazoned on their backs: one Palestinian and one Israeli.
Almost an hour later, during the announcement of the televotes
from around the world, the Palestinian flag made another appearance.
Eurovision co-host Erez Tal told the BDSM-supporting anti-capitalist
band Hatari of Iceland that they were given 186 points from global
voters. The camera cut to the green room, where the band was sitting
alongside the other delegations. The band members unrolled several
banners reading “Palestine” and decorated with the Palestinian flag.
Hatari has been outspoken and heavily critical of the Israeli government for months and said they would use the scrutiny of the competition to draw attention to Palestinians. During their time in the country,
they toured Hebron and, in an interview for a Eurovision blog, said the
“apartheid” was clear in the city.

Shortly after the contest ended, the EBU made it clear that
neither appearance of the Palestinian flag was sanctioned or preapproved. Regarding Madonna,
organizers said that: “this element of the performance was not
part of the rehearsals that had
been cleared with the EBU and
the host broadcaster, KAN. The
Eurovision Song Contest is a nonpolitical event and Madonna had
been made aware of this.”
On Instagram on Sunday afternoon, Madonna cited a representative saying that “a message
of peace is not political.” And on
Twitter, the singer wrote: “Madame X is a freedom fighter,” referencing the name of her upcoming album. “I am grateful. For the
opportunity to spread the message of peace and unity with the
world.” When it came to Iceland,

One year - only two Embassies

By Edgar Asher, Ashernet
Despite all the hopes and declarations, the unfortunate fact remains that
one year on only two countries have their
embassy in Jerusalem. It was the earnest
hope of the government and many ordinary Israelis that once the United States
had officially moved its embassy from Tel
Aviv to Jerusalem, other countries would
follow suit.
Following up on an earlier promise,
US President Donald Trump instructed
that the United States embassy in Tel
Aviv be moved to a new location in the
Arnona quarter of Jerusalem. On 14 May An image of the United States and Israeli flags being
last year, in a ceremonial opening, it was projected on the Jerusalem city wall in celebration of the
declared that as of this day Israel’s capi- one-year establishment of the US embassy in Jerusalem.
tal city Jerusalem would be the location
of the United States embassy.
Guatemala soon followed and moved its embassy from Tel Aviv to from the United States, President
Donald Trump and Ambassador
Jerusalem, where it remains.
Paraguay then became the third country to open a Jerusalem em- David Friedman, you are true
bassy. Paraguayan President Horacio Cartes came to Israel to inau- partners.”
For its part the Jerusalem mugurate his countries embassy in the capital. However, the move did
not last very long, as in August last year Cartes lost the presidential nicipality projected images of
election to Mario Abdo Benítez. Benítez, under Arab pressure, left no the national flags of the United
time to announce that he would reconsider the new embassy’s loca- States and Israel on a section of
tion. Last September Paraguay announced that its Jerusalem embassy the Jerusalem Old City walls. By
would be returning to Tel Aviv with some weak explanation that re- morning, as the first light erased
turning to Tel Aviv ‘would help bolster diplomatic efforts to attain a the images of the flags, the diplomatic reality of Israel’s attempts
just peace in the Middle East’.
Despite the disappointments – and there are certainly many disap- to persuade other countries to
pointments – the one-year anniversary of the US move was celebrated follow the example of the US and
on May 14 in Jerusalem. Among the guests, US Ambassador to Israel Guatemala was very evident.
David Friedman and his wife Tammy, as well as Guatemalan First Lady One year on and the hopes of the
Patricia Morales and Guatemalan Ambassador to Israel Mario Bucaro. establishment of more embasEarlier in the day, Netanyahu spoke on the phone to Guatemalan sies in Jerusalem had also been
President Jimmy Morales to congratulate him on the one-year anniver- erased – at least for the present.
© ASHERNET
sary since the Guatemalan Embassy moved to Jerusalem.
Jerusalem Mayor Moshe Lion said, “The US Embassy is the first to
move to Jerusalem, our eternal capital - the only fitting location for
embassies in the state of Israel. We embrace and recognize our friends

Two of Madonna’s backing dancers with Israeli and Palestinian
flags emblazoned on their backs, Eurovision 2019 (photo credit:
SCREENSHOT/KAN)
however, the EBU indicated it was considering punitive action against
the country.
“The Eurovision Song Contest is a non-political event, and this directly contradicts the contest rules,” the EBU said early Sunday morning. “The banners were quickly removed, and the consequences of this
action will be discussed by the Reference Group [the contest’s executive board] after the contest.”
One band member, Einar Stefannson, posted a video on Instagram
shortly after the incident, showing staff members of KAN confiscating the banners from the group. Felix Bergsson, Iceland’s delegation
head, told the country’s public broadcaster RUV that he didn’t know
the band was planning such a demonstration, but he supported it.
“This is the decision of the artists and we really respect it,” he said.
“They wanted to make this statement and they were able to do it in
the end.” Soon after waving the Palestinian banners backstage during the Eurovision grand finale, Hatari published a banner with the
Palestinian flag on its official Instagram page. On the account, three
pictures that created a flag of Palestine were posted, with no other
writing or description to it. Meanwhile, the Palestinian Campaign for
the Academic and Cultural Boycott of Israel slammed Hatari’s actions
in a statement on Twitter.
“Palestinian civil society overwhelmingly rejects fig-leaf gestures
of solidarity from international artists crossing our peaceful picket
line,” it said while posting a picture of the band holding the Palestine
banners.
“Artists who insist on crossing the Palestinian boycott picket line,
playing in Tel Aviv in defiance of our calls, cannot offset the harm they
do to our human rights struggle by ‘balancing’ their complicit act with
some project with Palestinians,” it wrote. “Palestinian civil society
overwhelmingly rejects this fig-leafing. The most meaningful expression of solidarity is to cancel performances in apartheid Israel.”
The campaign added that while it appreciates “gestures of solidarity, we cannot accept them when they come with an act that clearly
undermines our nonviolent human rights movements.”

ON THE BAY
FOR ALL YOUR
REAL ESTATE NEEDS
Direct: 860-443-4400 Cell: 860-625-5255
Email: Geoff@CallTheHouseMan.com
Website: www.CallTheHouseman.com
Blog: C T H ouse M a n.com
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Son of Holocaust hero setting the record straight
“The truth is, he just took pity on
these people and decided to do something,” Nobuki Sugihara said. “This
wasn’t about ideology.”
Chaim Chesler, founder of Limmud
FSU, thinks that the younger Sugihara
is doing a service to his father’s legacy.
“Sugihara’s legacy as a role model
is more relatable and powerful when
it accurately tells the reason he helped
these people: human kindness. Not a
political or ideological move,” Chesler
said.
The life of Nobuki Sugihara, Chiune’s youngest son and the only one
still alive, has been shaped signifiNobuki Sugihara, second from left with Limmud FSU founder Chaim cantly by what his father had done. In
Chesler and villagers from Mir, May 2, 2019. (Boris Brumin)
1985, Chiune Sugihara was declared a
Righteous Among the Nations by the
By Cnaan Liphshiz, JTA
After decades of relative obscurity, the tale of the Japa- State of Israel. In 1968, the Israeli Foreign Ministry arnese diplomat Chiune Sugihara has become one of the ranged for a scholarship for Nobuki at Hebrew University.
The people from the Israeli Embassy “were the only
best-known Holocaust rescue stories, rivaling those of Ospeople I knew from outside Japan, from the West, at the
kar Schindler and Irena Sendler.
The late Sugihara, who issued thousands of life-saving time,” Nobuki recalled.
He went to Israel and eventually took a job at the Ravisas to Jewish refugees in Lithuania in defiance of his proNazi government, became popularly known only about 20 mat Gan diamond exchange, where he learned the secrets
years ago, in part due to the 2000 opening of a museum of the trade at a time when it was dominated by Jews in
about him in Japan. A year earlier, a Sugihara museum cel- Israel, Belgium and London. Nobuki Sugihara is now a diamond trader in Antwerp, Belgium — a city with a sizable
ebrating his actions had opened in Kaunas, Lithuania.
Amid the growing recognition, one of the Sugihara’s Jewish population — and lives there with his wife. He has
four children, Nobuki, recently began traveling around the four children of his own, speaks fluent Hebrew (from his
time in Israel) and has passive knowledge of Yiddish.
world telling audiences about his father’s legacy.
Even without the embellishments that Nobuki SugiBut Nobuki Sugihara’s aim is not to glorify his father,
he told the Jewish Telegraphic Agency. If anything, his goal hara insists on debunking, his father’s story is legendary. Chiune Sugihara, who died in 1986, ignored orders
seems to be to cut his father’s public image down to size.
“I noticed a few years ago there are inaccuracies in from Tokyo while posted to Kaunas (then Kovno) in 1940
circulation about what my father had done,” Nobuki Sugi- and helped Jews flee the Nazis and travel through Russia
hara, 70, said in an interview earlier this month in Minsk, to China, Japan and beyond. He issued over 2,000 visas,
Belarus, where he spoke about his father at the Limmud which led at least twice as many people to safety. As many
FSU conference on Jewish learning. “I started speaking as 100,000 people today are the descendants of the recipients of Sugihara visas.
just to set the record straight on those embellishments.”
His official title was with the consular department in
On May 22, Nobuki will speak at New York’s Museum
of Jewish Heritage. One of the stories he refutes in his talks Kaunas, but really, he was a Japanese intelligence operais the one about his father writing visas on the train he tive collecting information on the Russians, his son said in
left on for Germany after being expelled from his post in Minsk, confirming an open secret about the father. When
Lithuania. Sugihara supposedly “threw the signed visas” the Russians invaded Lithuania in 1940, foreign diplothrough a train window, as the Kaunas museum states on mats, including Sugihara, were ordered to move out.
Before leaving, Sugihara and his Dutch counterpart,
its website.
Both Sugihara museums say it happened. The Japanese Jan Zwartendijk, issued the visas, including some to the
entire student body of the Mir Yeshiva. Shortly thereafter,
one even plays a film that re-creates it.
“That never happened,” Nobuki Sugihara said. “Maybe, the Nazis invaded Lithuania and turned that country into
maybe he gave three or four visas at the hotel” just before a graveyard for its Jews. Mir was the only yeshiva to escape Eastern Europe.
his departure.
Chiune Sugihara had no idea for decades that he had
Another myth has Chiune Sugihara giving his consular
seals to refugees so they could continue making visas on saved so many lives, according to his son.
“He assumed a few people, maybe a few dozen, had actheir own after he was forced to leave. Also never haptually used the visas to escape,” Nobuki said. “He truly did
pened, Nobuki said.
The formation of myths around any heroic character is not realize the magnitude of his actions until much, much
later in life.”
natural, he acknowledged.
These actions had a dramatic influence on the dip“But my father would not have liked it,” Nobuki Sugihara said. “He would have not approved, he was always in lomat’s life and that of his family. Chiune Sugihara was
forced to leave the Japanese Foreign Ministry in 1947. A
favor of telling things like they were, no melodrama.”
Some Christian writers and websites have attributed superior called him in for a talk and said: “You know what
religious motives to Sugihara. One fake quote has him say- you did. Now you need to leave the ministry,” according
ing “I may have to disobey my government, but if I do not, to Nobuki.
Disgraced for violating orders, he became an office
I will be disobeying God.”
Yet religion never entered the picture, according to No- manager for a trading company and moved to Moscow in
1960. (Sugihara spoke fluent Russian, in addition to sevbuki.

eral other languages.) Before marrying Nobuki’s mother,
Yukiko, Chiune was married to a Russian woman with
whom he stayed in contact throughout his life.
“He always felt responsible for everyone in his life,” Nobuki said of his father.
The younger Sugihara said it gives him great pleasure
to tell Jewish audiences about his father’s character, which
few of the people he rescued got to know.
“I feel at home speaking to Jewish audiences,” Nobuki
said. “I feel the warmth from the people I speak to, who
react to my directness.”
Most of all, though, he finds conversations with survivors and their descendants satisfying.
During a recent encounter in Israel, one woman recalled how Nobuki’s father, sensing her distress in line for
a visa, told her to go back home. The diplomat said that
“in the morning, she will have her visa and everything will
be all right.”

Help Israel Face
Threats from Syria

By House Foreign Affairs Committee, excerpted
Nearly 400 members of Congress signed a bipartisan letter to President Trump on Monday, May 20,
2019, calling to assist “our ally, Israel, in defending
itself in the face of growing threats.”
“In order to... strengthen Israel’s security, we
urge you to...ensure that Israel has access to the resources and material it needs to defend itself against
the threats it faces on its northern border.”
“America must continue economic and diplomatic efforts to counter Iran’s support for Hizbullah and
other terrorist groups.”
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not statistically significant.
Four in five respondents agreed with the statement on
being critical of the government and still supporting Israel. J Street is critical of Israel’s occupation of the West
Bank and eastern Jerusalem.
Survey respondents mostly did not see Israeli Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu in a favorable light but had
warmer feelings for his nation and the Palestinians.
On a scale of zero to 100, with 100 meaning a “very
warm, favorable feeling” and zero meaning a “very cold,
unfavorable feeling,” Netanyahu scored a rating of 36 and
Israel and the Palestinians 59 and 53, respectively.
In a separate question, 74 percent agreed that “The
United States should act as a fair and impartial broker in
order to achieve a peace agreement between Israelis and
Palestinians,” while 20 percent said we should instead
“side with Israel during peace negotiations because Israel
is our democratic ally and needs our support against a
world that isolates them.”
The poll included likely Democratic primary voters
from across the country and was conducted May 1-5 by
GBAO Strategies.
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position the Federation as the
hub of Jewish activity. She spearheaded the statewide collaborative pro-Israel effort to make
North Carolina the 22nd state to
enact anti-BDS legislation that
protects Israel. Carin brought
the PJ Library Program to the
community and created affinity
groups for Jewish artists, doctors,
lawyers and realtors. A strong advocate for women’s philanthropy
and impact, Carin positioned
the Lions of Judah, synagogue
Sisterhoods, Hadassah and the
Jewish Women’s Foundation as
collective, influential leaders in
the community. Last year, Carin managed bomb scares, addressed unprecedented acts of
anti-Semitism, and was appointed by the Jewish Federations of
North America to lead the national response to the ravages of
Hurricane Florence.
“I couldn’t be more excited to
assume the JFEC Executive Director position,” said Savel. “I know
what a great community this
is-- it has a rich history of meeting vital social service needs and
creating engagement within the
Jewish community. Shimon Peres
said, ‘As Jews, we must take advantage of the resources we have
to safeguard our Jewish future for
our children, grandchildren and
generations to come’, and with
the encouragement and guidance
of outstanding leaders, a very talented staff and community support, I’m confident that the Federation and our local programs
will continue to grow and thrive.
In my first week, I have been
impressed with the volunteers
and professionals who have dedicated themselves to this community, and I look forward to meaningful conversations with all of
you. Every morning as I drive to
work, I am grateful for the opportunity to work on behalf of
this Jewish community, continuing to help people in need and
creating vibrant Jewish life. And,
it is an honor for me to follow
Jerry Fischer--mentor, colleague
and friend--who skillfully led this
Federation for 35 years.”
Carin is the former Senior
Vice President of Resource Development & Strategic Communications for the United Way of
Pioneer Valley, in Springfield,
Massachusetts. Leading a $7million community campaign, she
stewarded the growth of the annual appeal, major gifts, planned
gifts & endowment, corporate
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relationships, Women’s Leadership Council, and online branding
efforts.
Carin was president and senior managing partner of CSpotRun, LLC, a national consulting
firm, where she oversaw fundraising and branding strategies
for state and national political
campaigns and non-profits. She
also spent 8 years as Senior Staff
and Policy Advisor in the NC
House of Representatives.
Carin has served on the Jewish
Federation of Western Massachusetts Executive Board of Trustees
and chaired their Jewish Community Relations Council. Carin has
also served on the national board
of the Jewish Council for Policy
Affairs (JCPA), and as a member
of the JCPA Committee for Resource Development, Education
and Advocacy Strategy. She is a
Lion of Judah and a lifetime member of Hadassah. Carin graduated
from Syracuse University with
a BS in Drama. She thoroughly
enjoys movies, travelling, and is
an avid collector of Mid-Century
Modern art and furniture. She is
the exceedingly proud mother of
Oliver, a Mass Mutual financial
planner in Florida.
“I am delighted that Carin is
our new Executive Director!”,
said JFEC President Romana
Strochlitz Primus. “She has the
experience, enthusiasm, drive
and openness that the Search
Committee was seeking. She is
eager to meet the members of
our community, and I am eager
to introduce her at our annual
meeting on June 20. Come meet
her. You will be glad you did!”

See remaining
schedule
on page 7
May 28-June 3

SUCCESS
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community who say it is such a
great way to begin the celebration.
Immediately following the
“Torch Lighting,” we began serving dinner. The dinner would not
have been so successful without
the help of Dona Casey and her
husband, Kenn, and Yosi’s Kitchen of Windsor. Dona and Kenn
made the Chicken Shawarma,
prepared the Strawberry salad
and arranged the food on the
buffet. Yosi, (who is the uncle or
cousin of our past Young Emissary Noa Brosh, 2014-15) provided the Hummus, Baba Ghanoush, Tahini, home-made pita
bread and Israeli Salad. Many
people have since told us that the
food was delicious! It’s the best
feedback we could get. We will
try to do the same next year.
People also told us that they
loved the space at the Holiday
Inn; that it was perfect for our
event. This too is very helpful for
us to know.
The stations that Roy and
Liron created were perfect for
all ages. The Knesset station was
great for adults in particular as
they learned more about the government in Israel and got to vote
on the best Israeli snack, which
we know the kids enjoyed as well.
The Israeli Shuk was, again, a favorite for purchasing small, inexpensive Israeli items. Face-painting by Amanda Rowe was hugely
successful which was obvious by
the many children’s faces that
were painted. The popcorn and
cotton candy machines were a
favorite of people young and old
and the arts & crafts table was
busy with lots of kids. Something
that was new this year was the
Photo Booth which was provided
to us by Atlantic Coast Entertainment. We were happy to see
people of all ages getting their
pictures taken. The “Wheel of
Israel” gave everyone an opportunity to learn more little known
facts about Israel and some big
important ones as well.
Because we held our event
at The Holiday Inn, which was a
new venue for us, we needed to
make some amendments in what
we usually do. For example, we
still had a bounce house but we
needed to go with one that wasn’t
quite so tall and would fit in the
ballroom. Thanks to Innovative
Inflatables, we were successful in
obtaining a perfect bounce house.
Ella Sackett, again, took care

Almost 200 people attended this year’s Yom Ha’atzmaut celebration
sponsorerd by the Jewish Federation and held for the first time at
the Holiday Inn, New London on Thursday, May 9, 2019. The above
scene captures everyone standing for Hatikva, the Israeli National
Anthem. (Photo: Marcia Reinhard) See pages 8-9 for additional
photos.
of cooking the fresh pita for us
to add chocolate spread or hummus, however, we needed to use
an electric griddle as opposed to
the open fire pit for obvious reasons. Ella is amazing and made
it all work. We thank Ella, for always helping us with this station
and being on hand for anything
else we might need.
Another station we added
was hosted by “StandWithUs,”
an organization that focuses on
educating people all around the
world about Israel and dispelling
myths and misinformation about
this small country. Maria Ntourlia was the representative from
StandWithUs who joined us for
the evening. She spoke to a group
of about 10-15 people about her
own personal story, how she ended up working for StandWithUs
and finally, shared stories of her
work with this amazing organization. StandWithUs also provided
us with Virtual Reality glasses
that really made one feel like they
were walking in Israel. The next
best thing to being there. We are
very grateful to StandWithUs and
to Maria Ntourlia for providing
all the materials and speaking to
our group.
Last but not least, we would

like to thank the JFEC BBYO/
Senior Youth Group teens in our
community. It would be tough
to pull this event off year after
year without the commitment of
our teens to our Young Emissaries. The relationships that they
form each year is a real testimony to this program. Our many
thanks go to: Trevor Fornara, Jack
Haynes, Regan Kaye, Ellanora Lerner, Simone Lerner, her friend
Lydia Doucette, Jared Linder,
Hannah Linder, Ethan Novick,
Amanda Rowe, Yarden Sackett
and his friend Jacob Peters, and
Gabrielle Zettler. Thank you also
to many of their parents who
came early and stayed late for
clean-up. Finally, thanks to Merrill Mazzella who also stayed late
and helped clean up. To anyone I
may have forgotten to include in
this article, please know that you
have my thanks for all your assistance.
To summarize for you, this
year’s event was as successful as
the last five. Some people even
said it was the best one yet! Glad
to hear we keep getting better
and better. That is our goal. See
you all around town and again
at next year’s Yom Ha’Atzmaut
event!
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Carol Lita Shafner

Improve sports performance

Obituaries

New London - Carol Lita (Resnek) Shafner, 84, of New
London, passed away Tuesday, May 7, 2019, at the Lawrence and Memorial Hospital in New London after a brief,
but brave fight with lung cancer.
She was born April 28, 1935, the daughter of Samuel and
Bertha (Elgart) Resnek. She began acting in local theater as
a child and graduated in 1953 from the High School of Music
and Art in NYC. She studied drama at New York University
and the University of Connecticut.
After college, Carol continued acting and actively participated in local theatre (The Footlighters), often performing the lead roles in their productions and receiving many
awards for her performances. She was also an enthusiastic
attendee of the Eastern Connecticut Symphony Orchestra at
the Garde Theatre in New London. Additionally, she became
a well know realtor in the area.
Carol was predeceased by her sister, Ina Zack. She is survived by
her three children, Diane Zaccaro (John) of Old Lyme, Daniel Shafner
of New London, and Nathan Shafner of Waterford, and four grandchildren, Jennifer Zaccaro, Sarena Shafner, Justin Shafner and Noah
Shafner. Carol was also survived by her granddogs Rocky, Zingy, and
Buddy-all of whom she loved so passionately.
A private graveside service was conducted Wednesday, May 8 in
Beth El Cemetery, Groton.
Condolences may be shared on Carol’s memorial page at www.
neilanfuneralhome.com.
In lieu of flowers, donations may be made in her memory to Chabad
of Eastern Connecticut, 135 Plant Street, New London, CT. 06320 and
Eastern Connecticut Symphony Orchestra, 289 State Street, New London, CT. 06320.
A celebration of Carol’s life will be announced in a future edition.

TV CONT. FROM PAGE 10

“Charlie Golf One” originated at Israel’s Yes TV network, where the
Netflix hit “Fauda” aired. It had a successful 40-show run and is currently in production for its second season.
At Paramount, “68 Whiskey” will be written by Roberto Benabib,
the Emmy-nominated creative force behind the Showtime hit “Weeds”
and the HBO series “The Brink.” Zion Rubin, who created the Israeli
series, will executive produce.
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Yael Arad addressing the
Technion conference.

By Edgar Asher,
Ashernet
The First Scientific
Conference of the Israeli
Olympics
Sports
Research Center –
aimed at using scientific knowledge
to improve sports
performance, was
held recently at the
Technion - Israel Institute of Technology in Haifa, and was
attended by leading
researchers and scientists, as well as
senior coaches from
Israel and members
of the sports-tech
industry,
along
with guest lecturers
from the USA and

limit the performance of athletes through experimental and computational approaches. Her lecture
addressed the contribution of equipment innovation in improving athletes’ sports performance.
“Why can’t I run faster, why can’t I jump higher?
These questions keep me awake,” said Nike’s Dr.
Sheets, who seeks to improve the athletic performance of the super athlete. Established in 1980,
Nike’s Biomechanics Laboratory’s goal is to develop ways to overcome existing limitations and enable athletes to improve their achievements while
reducing injuries. “Since the 1980s, tremendous
scientific developments have taken place, including the power of computing, data science and 3D
printing, which give us new tools to combat sporting challenges,” Dr. Sheets added.
“We recently inaugurated the Israeli Center for
Olympic Sports Research – a joint cooperation between the Olympic Committee and the Technion,
which is a leading body in science and technology,” said Gili Lustig, CEO of the Olympic Committee of Israel. “I have no doubt that together, we can
improve the training patterns and physiological
tracking of our athletes and thus lead them to new
heights.”
Yael Arad, Israel’s first athlete to win an Olympic silver medal and Board Member of the Olympic
Committee of Israel and Chairman of the Sports
Committee, said that, “The cooperation with Technion is at one with the quantum leap in the goals
that we have set for ourselves. If we have so far
aimed at returning from any Olympics with one
or two medals, now we want to achieve more. Not
only to be good but to be the best. And for that we
must focus on things that we are not good at, and to
improve and bring measurable results, and in short
- more medals. It is a long-term process whose
benefits will be seen only at the 2024 Olympics and
perhaps even later. But it will happen if we will be
patient, determined and consistent.” © ASHERNET

the U.K.
The conference was held at Technion’s Faculty
of Mechanical Engineering as part of the Annual
Belfer Symposium and a new cooperation venture
between Technion and the Olympic Committee of
Israel.
Among the scientific and technological challenges in the field of athletic achievement that were discussed was the challenge of breaking the two-hour
barrier in marathon races. Running a marathon in
less than two hours is not only a physiological challenge, and new developments in the field of footwear and nutrition may soon provide the answer.
Experts agree that it is possible to beat the record,
and many believe that the Kenyan Olympic runner
Eliud Kipchoge may achieve the new record in the
near future.
Prof. Yannis Pitsiladis, an expert in sports and exercise science at the U. K’s Brighton University, and a world expert
on the genetic and environmental
effects of athletic performance,
spoke about the enormous challenge of breaking the two-hour
barrier in a marathon run. He
stated that this is possible as, “The
borders are not fixed, and by investing time and energy, they can
12 Ocean Avenue
48 Grand Street
be extended.” However, he added
New London, CT 06320
Niantic, CT 06357
that this goal requires coopera860-443-1871
860-739-6112
tion among researchers in various fields, including nutritionists,
biomechanics and data scientists.
“We need to develop tools with
which to inject carbohydrates
Funeral Service, Inc
into the runner’s body effectively,
(860) 442-0343
and to provide him or her with
(888) 736-7036
intelligent sensing systems that
monitor physiological variables
Daniel W. Byles
and provide feedback on his or
Reid B. Burdick
her condition in real time.”
John
D. MacDougall
Dr. Alison Sheets, Senior Biomechanics Researcher at Nike,
Byles Memorial Home Byles-Groton Memorial Home
99 Huntington Street
310 Thames Street
whose research focuses on the
New London, Conn. 06320
Groton, Conn. 06340
biomechanical mechanisms that
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Cool or Shul?

TEDDY WEINBERGER

© 2019, Teddy Weinberger

When I was in 10th or 11th grade at the Yeshivah of Flatbush, Rabbi David Eliach, the austere principal who was then about mid-way
through his 43-year tenure, called a few of us from the religious honors class into his office. (The grade was segregated along the lines
of religious/non-religious, Syrian-Sephardic/Ashkenazic, and honors/
non-honors—aka “stupid.”) Rabbi Eliach told us that the high hopes
he had had for our class were nowhere close to being realized. After
all, even for an honors class ours was particularly gifted--what with a
son of the legendary teaching pair Rabbi Amnon and Dina Haramati,
the son of the beloved English teacher Rona Bar-Chama, and Rabbi
Eliach’s own daughter—and these were not even among the top three
in our class (neither was I). It seemed that Rabbi Eliach had hoped
that we would somehow inspire the whole grade of 180 students to
dedicate themselves to doing mitzvot, studying Torah, and performing
acts of lovingkindess. I remember that I was able to pinpoint our predicament for Rabbi Eliach: “It’s not cool to be religious,” I said.
Ah yes, Judaism and the coolness problem. Fast-forwarding to my
life here, I had thought that in the Jewish State, where it is cool to be
Jewish, that it would also be cool to be a religious Jew. I’m afraid that
the truth is that while there are certainly plenty of cool religious Jews
here, ultimately it is always going to be cooler not to be a religious
Jew. This of course is as it should be. Whatever else religion is, it also
should stand as an unwavering beacon of justice, goodness, and righ-
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teousness against which people
and societies may check themselves.
There’s no getting around it:
Keeping the Sabbath and kashrut
is going to put a brake on your
coolness potential. At a certain
point, just like outside of Israel, a
person must decide what is most
important to them: being cool or
being a religious Jew. Those who
prefer not to advertise their decision are sometimes referred
to here as going “transparent.”
For the most part, a “shakoof”
religious person refers to a man
who breaks with the normal Jewish religious practice of covering
one’s head (it’s easier for women
to be transparent). While Israel
is the only place in the world
where the kipa marks a person as
a religious Jew (outside of Israel

ticipate will fall far short of their core demands.
Palestinian Prime Minister Mohammad Shtayyeh said Monday
that his government had not been consulted on the June 25-26
gathering in Manama.
After the Palestinian cabinet met, Ahhmed Majdalani, the social development minister and a member of the executive committee of the umbrella Palestine Liberation Organization, said: “There
will be no Palestinian particaption in the Manama workshop.”
He added: “Any Palestinian who would take part would be
nothing but a collaborator for the Americans and Israel.”
U.S. officials have predicted that the event will include representatives and business executives from Europe, the Middle East
and Asia, as well as some finance ministers. The economic component discussed will constitute an unveiling of the first part of the
Trump peace plan, U.S. officials have said.
Benjamin Netanyahu and Jared
Israeli leaders have not commented on the conference. Israel’s
Kushner (Photo: Reuters)
finance minister, Moshe Kahlon, said through a spokesman on
hardship in the West Bank and
Sunday that he had yet to receive any invitation.
Shtayyeh reiterated Palestinians’ demands for a two-state peace Gaza.
“The financial crisis the Palesdeal with Israel entailing control of the West Bank and Gaza, as well as
East Jerusalem as their future capital. Israel calls Jerusalem its indivis- tinian Authority is living through
ible capital and has said it might declare sovereignty in its West Bank today is a result of the financial war that is being launched
settlements.
The Trump administration has said its still-secret peace plan would against us in order to win politirequire compromise by both sides. Since being shunned by the Pales- cal concessions,” Shtayyeh told
tinians, it has cut back on U.S. aid for them, contributing to economic his cabinet. “We do not submit to
blackmail and we don’t trade our
political rights for money.”
Hamas, shunned in the West
for its terrorism and diehard
Call Joel Tomsky @ 860-271-9549
hostility to Israel and locked in
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its main signifier is plain old Jewishness),
some experience this as unnecessarily setting themselves apart. The solution for these
people is to either always walk around with
some kind of hat (typically a beret), or to
completely dispense with any head gear. A
man I know goes bareheaded and yet walks
around with his tzitzit sticking out from beneath his shirt. Though the tzitizit clearly
mark him as a religious Jew, he obviously
feels that it is less objectionable than a kipa.
Once an Israeli has taken the plunge and decided that they are religious and to heck with coolness maximization, the Hebrew language
comes to their aide and offers up a wonderful coolness consolation
prize. Whereas the word “religious” is quite an uncool mouthful, its
Hebrew equivalent, dati, is fun and friendly. Indeed, “dati” is kind of
a linguistic mirror image of “Teddy,” and according to my wife one of
the things that I stand for is friendliness (and she is right). So while a
religious Jew in Israel is not quite as cool as their non-religious doppelganger, if you’re going to be religious, it’s a huge advantage to be
dati here.

Ford to open an
Innovation Center in Israel

By Meir Orbach, CTech
American carmaker Ford Motor Company is launching a Tel Aviv
innovation center, a person familiar with the matter told Calcalist on
condition of anonymity. Bill Ford, Ford Motor’s executive chairman, is
set to inaugurate the center during his planned June visit to Israel, the
person said.
Last week, Calcalist reported that Ford, who is the great-grandson
of company founder Henry Ford, will lead a delegation of Ford executives to Israel where they will scout for technologies in the fields of
artificial intelligence, autonomous driving, and cybersecurity.
In response to Calcalist’s request for comment, a Ford spokesperson said that the company will hold an event in Tel Aviv on June 12,
and that more information will be available around that time.
Ford already operates a computer vision and machine learning innovation center in Israel through wholly-owned subsidiary SAIPS AC
Ltd., acquired in 2016 as part of Ford’s autonomous car push. In late
2018, Ford invested $12.5 million in SAIPS to fund a new unit that will
focus on designing a decision-making system for autonomous vehicles.
Ford’s innovation center will join other local innovation centers
operated by global automakers. General Motors now operates the
country’s largest vehicular R&D center. Established in 2008 in central
Israel, the center employs several hundred people. Mercedes-Benz,
Hyundai, BMW AG, Volkswagen, and German mapping company HERE
Technologies also operate local innovation centers.
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